Hairpin ribozymes with four-way helical junctions mediate intracellular RNA ligation.
Virtually all RNA-mediated reactions require transitions among alternative RNA conformations. The complexity of biological reactions can obscure specific conformational changes in vivo and important features of the intracellular environment are difficult to reproduce in vitro. However, simple RNA self-cleavage and ligation reactions offer a unique opportunity to measure the kinetics and equilibria of specific RNA conformational transitions directly in living cells. Hairpin ribozymes that incorporate the natural four-way helical junction self-cleave rapidly in vivo, but only when cleavage products dissociate rapidly. Cleavage rates fall when cleavage products remain bound in stable base-paired helices, providing evidence that bound products undergo re-ligation. These results provide the first detailed kinetic description of an intracellular ribozyme reaction that includes cleavage, ligation and product dissociation rates. Kinetic and equilibrium parameters measured in vivo correspond well, but not perfectly, with values measured for the same reactions in vitro under conditions that approximate an intracellular ionic environment.